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Of all the beings that are, presumably the most difficult to think about are living creatures, because on the one hand they are in a certain way most closely akin to us, and on the other are at the same time separated from our ek-sistent essence by an abyss.

Martin Heidegger, ‘Letter on Humanism’

In *Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life* Giorgio Agamben draws upon metaphysics, philosophical anthropology, set theory and the philosophy of language to advance a number of radical politico-philosophical claims. In contrast to arguments that understand political community as essentially a common ‘belonging’ in a shared national, ethnic, religious, or moral identity, Agamben argues that ‘the original political relation is the ban’ in which a mode of life is actively and continuously excluded or shut out (ex-claudere) from the *polis*. The decision as to what constitutes the life that is thereby taken outside of the *polis* is a sovereign decision. Sovereignty is therefore not a historically specific form of political authority that arises with modern nation-states and their conceptualization by Hobbes and Bodin, but rather the essence of the political. Similarly, biopolitics is not, as Foucault sometimes suggests, incompatible with sovereignty as opposed to disciplinary power; nor is it a distinctively modern phenomenon. Instead it is the original form of politics: ‘the fundamental activity of sovereign power is the production of bare life as originary political element and as threshold of articulation between nature and culture, *zoe* and *bios*.’ Attending to the etymology of the word ‘decide’ one can understand this sovereign decision as a cut in life, one that separates real life from merely existent life, political and human life from the life of the non-human. As this cutting defines the political, the production of the inhuman – which is correlative with the production of the human – is not an activity that politics might dispense with, say in favour of the assertion of human rights. More specifically, the Nazi death camps are not a political aberration, least of all a unique event, but instead the place where politics as the sovereign decision on life most clearly reveals itself: ‘today it is not the city but rather the camp that is the fundamental biopolitical paradigm of the West.’

The *Lager* is a threshold in which human beings are reduced to bare life; and the torture this life suffers is nothing else but its exclusion from the *polis* as a distinctively human life. The bare life that is produced by this abandonment by the state is not biological life; ‘not simple natural life, but life exposed to death (bare life or sacred life) is the originary political element.’

This is the *Muselmann* as described by Primo Levi in *If This is a Man*. One speaks of the Shoah as industrialized mass death, and of the camps as ‘factories of death’. But the product of these factories is not death but, as Arendt puts it, a mode of life ‘outside of life and death’.

If for Arendt, however, the production of *Muselmänner* is anti-political, in that the camps are spaces in which plurality is foreclosed, for Agamben it is the emergence of the essence of the political.

Such claims are difficult for political philosophy to address, as they undermine so many of its guiding assumptions. Instead of asking us to construct and evaluate different plans of action, Agamben asks us to consider the true or proper nature of political identity. Agamben asks us to consider a threshold state of the non-identical, the liminal. And far from bringing concepts such as rights, authority, public interest, liberty or equality more clearly into view, Agamben operates at a level of abstraction at which such concepts blur into their opposites. He takes this approach because, like Arendt, he believes that claims to justice can only be made if one understands the ground of the political upon which both justice and injustice stand. If Foucault’s goal was ‘to make the cultural unconscious
Agamben’s is that of bringing to expression the metaphysics that our history has thus far only shown. He argues that, properly understood, what that history shows us is that politics is

the truly fundamental structure of Western metaphysics insofar as it occupies the threshold on which the relation between the living being and the *logos* is realized. In the ‘politicization’ of bare life – the metaphysical task *par excellence* – the humanity of living man is decided [si decide]…. There is politics because man is the living being who, in language, separates and opposes himself to his own bare life and, at the same time, maintains himself in relation to that bare life in an inclusive exclusion.¹

What is perhaps both most intriguing and most problematic about Agamben’s work is that – unlike, say, that of Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy – it brings these claims about metaphysics into dialogue with a specific set of quite concrete examples, including refugee camps, hospital wards, death rows and military camps. All of these are sites where, on Agamben’s account, one can perceive the metaphysical negation that allows for the affirmation of distinctively human life: bare life, *nuda vita*.

One way to evaluate Agamben’s claims is to consider how well they help us to describe and understand such examples.² Another is to ask whether Agamben’s claims are intelligible on their own account – to see, that is, whether they open themselves up to an immanent critique. This approach has a number of advantages, chief among which is that it does not demand that we simply choose whether to accept or reject Agamben’s approach in a global way. Instead such an approach allows us to be open to a radically different way of thinking about politics and political philosophy while at the same time maintaining some critical distance from it. In what follows I want to pursue this option by way of considering Agamben’s appropriation of the early decisionist political theory of Carl Schmitt. I will argue that Agamben’s acceptance of Schmitt’s central claims regarding political judgment make it impossible for him to weave together his suggestive reading of examples from philosophy and political history into a mode of political thought that fulfils his own ambition of ‘returning thought to its practical calling’?² Agamben’s project hinges upon the paradigmatic status of the camp. But on his own account, there is an isomorphism between the exception and the example or paradigm. Given his acceptance of Schmitt’s analysis of the former as the product of the sovereign decision, this makes Agamben’s evaluation of the camp as ‘the fundamental biopolitical paradigm of the West’ into a sovereign decision beyond the regulation of rule or reason. As this casts his readers as either subject or enemy, it is hard to imagine how the politics it might produce will serve as a real alternative to that which it contests.

**The ‘human’**

It may be helpful, first, to say a bit more about Agamben’s central claims and the sort of valency they have in the history of philosophy. In his insistence that the history of politics must be understood first and foremost as the history of metaphysics, Agamben clearly follows Heidegger. But Agamben’s differences from Heidegger are as important as the similarities between them. Crucial here is the fact that Heidegger does not thematize bare life or its relation to the political.⁶ Indeed, his work would seem to echo the inclusive exclusion that on Agamben’s account produces it. Consider one of Heidegger’s more political texts, his 1947 ‘Letter on Humanism’, in which he proposes to think ‘the essence of action’ in a more ‘decisive’ (*entschieden*) way than had been previously achieved. Human action – the essence of the political – is said by Heidegger to be thinking in language. Thinking does not make or cause; action is instead revelatory, it brings things out into the open. What it brings out is that human beings are related to Being in a completely different way to animal life. Animals lack language, as they have no world: ‘Because plants and animals are lodged in their respective environments but are never placed freely in the clearing of Being which alone is “world”, they lack language.’ Human beings, then, will become what they really are only in so far as they make real this distinction within themselves between their animal life and their human dwelling in the house of being.⁸ Heidegger is aware of the potential difficulties this entangles him in, but he does not directly address the problem. Instead he only adds:

But in being denied language [plants and animals] are not thereby suspended worldlessly in their environment. Still, in this word ‘environment’ [*Umgung*] converges all that is puzzling about living creatures. In its essence, language is not the utterance of an organism; nor is it the expression of a living thing…. Language is the clearing-concealing advent of Being itself.¹⁰

Without language, and yet not suspended in the absence of the clearing of Being that is world and whose advent is language, animal life is marginal life, life that only a decisive thought can distinguish from the human – which as history shows is itself all too easilycollapsed into the oxymoron of the animal
rationale. Heidegger indicates the decision this thought will make when he writes that animal life is never ‘freely placed in the clearing of Being which alone is “world”’. This suggests that it will be placed there, of necessity, under coercion.\textsuperscript{11} It is precisely the implications of this coercive, negative aspect of our relation to our own embodied life that fascinates Agamben.

Even Hannah Arendt, who sees that the camps force us to question the way we delineate the concepts of humanity and life, fails to break free of what we might term this logic of exuviation. As is well known, \textit{The Human Condition} repeats variations of most of the gestures made by Heidegger in his letter on humanism: what has been obscured in modernity is the crucial importance to human life of action. Properly understood, action is speech; and speech is what makes possible a world. Speaking has a revelatory function, and what it reveals — in a public place that bears obvious resemblance to Heidegger’s clearing of Being — is a public person, as opposed to a private individual. The achievement of such personhood is freedom. What is less obvious is that Arendt repeats Heidegger’s marginalization – or, perhaps better, liminalization – of animal life. This is obscured by her seeming rejection of \textit{Being and Time}’s analysis of being-towards-death: ‘since action is the political activity par excellence [and since acting involves making a radical new beginning], natality, and not mortality, may be the central category of political, as opposed to metaphysical, thought’.\textsuperscript{12} But this passes over the strange importance immortality retains for Arendt.

\textit{The Human Condition}’s first chapter – which not coincidentally shares the title of the book – ends with a section entitled ‘Eternity versus Immortality’. Here Arendt argues that while participation in the infinite is the ideal of the philosopher, immortality is that of the political actor. The first is an atemporality that is available only to the individual contemplative, who on Arendt’s account experiences ‘a kind of death’ in thus leaving the world of men. Immortality in contrast is endurance in time. It is sought by human beings in so far as they are mortal:

Men are ‘the mortals’, the only mortal things in existence, because unlike animals they do not exist only as members of a species whose immortal life is guaranteed by procreation. The mortality of men lies in the fact that individual life, with a recognizable life-story from birth to death, rises out of biological life. This individual life … cuts through the circular movement of biological life.\textsuperscript{13} It must do this, as ‘the distinction between men and animals runs right through the human species itself’. Hence Arendt silently accepts the judgement of the ancient Greeks that only those ‘who “prefer immortal fame to mortal things”’ are really human’.\textsuperscript{14} Noting this brings out the continuity of \textit{The Human Condition} with the earlier \textit{Origins of Totalitarianism}, which had argued that one of the ‘decisive step[s] in the [camps’] preparation of living corpses [was] making
martyrdom, for the first time in history, impossible’. Arendt cites a camp victim: ‘To demonstrate when death can no longer be postponed’ – that is, to make one’s own decision on this question – ‘is an attempt to give death meaning, to act beyond one’s own death. In order to be successful, a gesture must have social meaning.’ Politics – where one struggles to become a public person distinct from the private self – is not merely a sphere in which plurality is celebrated. As a sphere in which one form of life gives birth to another, it is also one in which life is placed into question; ‘as if’, in Agamben’s words, ‘politics were the place in which life had to transform itself into good life and in which what had to be politicized were always already bare life. In Western politics, bare life has the peculiar privilege of being that whose exclusion founds the city of man.’

Agamben’s Homo Sacer proposed trilogy – of which only the first and the third volumes have as yet appeared – is devoted to the justification of and elaboration upon this claim. The title of the first volume names the three moments of Agamben’s analysis: Homo Sacer, Sovereign Power and Bare Life. Homo sacer is a figure from Roman law, ‘life that cannot be sacrificed and yet may be killed’. This life as exposure to death is what Agamben finds in the Lager:

The Jew living under Nazism is … a flagrant case of homo sacer…. The truth – which is difficult for the victims to face, but which we must have the courage not to cover with sacrificial veils – is that the Jews were exterminated not in a mad and giant holocaust but exactly as Hitler had announced, as ‘lice,’ which is to say, as bare life.

The term ‘holocaust’ describes the destruction of European Jewry as a sacrifice, suggesting that we compare the extermination camps to holy altars upon which burnt offerings are placed. It is for just this reason that Agamben rejects the use of the term as carrying with it an anti-Semitic history. The camps of the Shoah are better understood as sites for the production of homo sacer, life that is, as the etymology of ‘sacred’ suggests, both blessed and cursed, both included and excluded from the community – and ultimately both living and dead, both human and inhuman. In the ‘politicization’ of bare life in which ‘the humanity of living man is decided’, the threshold between the human and inhuman must be crossed, and the two distinguished. The camps are where this process is enacted most vividly: ‘The Muselmann … marks the threshold between the human and the inhuman.’ As his title suggests, Agamben seeks to explain the production of that threshold through the concepts of sovereign power and bare life, concepts he draws, respectively, from Carl Schmitt and Walter Benjamin. I turn now to a discussion of Schmitt so as to put us in a position to ask what implications Agamben’s appropriation of his work might have for Agamben’s own project.

### The exception and the border

Carl Schmitt presents his influential theory of sovereignty in Constitutional Theory and the first volume of his Political Theology. For Schmitt, any legal system rests upon a decision that cannot itself take the form of law. Both the origin and the border of the law require a political power that exceeds legal justification, and in a state of emergency this power must re-emerge from the system of positive norms appropriate to the normal situation. The state of emergency is, however, for Schmitt only an instance of the logic of the exception, which is the expression of a spatial understanding of concepts and conceptual borders as such. Since what is within the legal system (norms and laws) is made possible (defined as being within the system) by a distinction between inside and outside that as such exceeds the limits of the set of norms and laws, no norm can make these distinctions. Hence a unified legal system requires a political decision to give it (the system, not the territory to which it is applied) borders as well as a set of fundamental values. The decision on the exception is simply the re-emergence of this border-setting power, the ability to make the decisive distinction that can only be made by a sovereign authority. This is the true force of Schmitt’s infamous dictum, ‘Sovereign is he who decides on the exception’ (Ausnahmezustand). Recognizing this makes plain why Schmitt describes the concept of the sovereign decision as ‘a borderline concept’ (Grenzbegriff) that as such pertains ‘to the outermost sphere’.

Sovereignty operates at the outermost sphere; it is here, at the borderline, that it establishes and violates limits. If sovereignty decides upon its own limits, its decision ‘must necessarily be unlimited’ (unbegrenzte). The sovereign is the unlimited power that makes limits – or, in other words, the ungrounded ground of the law. Schmitt’s sovereign is a creature of the border: ‘although he stands outside the normally valid legal system, he nevertheless belongs to it, for it is he who decides when the constitution needs to be suspended in its entirety’. But while it seems to range back and forth over it, this movement is in fact the oscillation of the border itself. Though it makes sense in one way to speak of the sovereign overstepping the limits it lays down, in a deeper sense it is the limit, and
hence carries the limit with it in its movement as it
carries itself. As Agamben notes, the exception – die
Ausnahme – is what is taken outside; it is the inclusive
exclusion.\textsuperscript{24} The decision and the exception it
concerns are never decisively placed within or without
the legal system, as they are precisely the moving border
between the two.

A state of emergency is the product of the collapse
of the normal order; but the normal order is only
the absence of a state of emergency. In Agamben's
words:

The exception does not subtract itself from the rule;
rather, the rule, suspending itself, gives rise to the
exception and, maintaining itself in relation to the
exception, first constitutes itself as a rule…. The
sovereign decision of the exception is the originary
juridico-political structure on the basis of which
what is included in the juridical order and what is
excluded from it acquire their meaning.\textsuperscript{25}

Agamben concludes from this that ‘What emerges
in the limit figure is the radical crisis of every pos-
sibility of clearly distinguishing between membership
and inclusion, between what is outside and what is
inside, between exception and rule.’\textsuperscript{26} Here the logic of
borders is used to deny that borders can be confidently
identified by anyone other than the sovereign, who does
not identify borders so much as establish them by fiat.
Having played upon a conception of the legal system
as a unit defined by distinctions made between in and
out, the Schmittian logic of the decision now proceeds
to ‘deconstruct’ and hence fulfil itself by denying that
there is a real distinction (to be made by anyone other
than the sovereign) between the core and the marginal.
For Schmitt, once the rule acknowledges that it gives
rise to exceptions for which it cannot legislate, every
case can, in principle, be understood in these terms.
To avoid this conclusion one has to argue that, even
in those cases where the rule cannot legislate, it still
does legislate in some impoverished sense. One would
have to argue, that is, that exceptional cases are clearly
defined as such by the rule – itself a paradoxical
position. Hence Schmitt concludes that ‘all law is
“situational law”’:\textsuperscript{27} As Agamben puts it, Schmitt’s
analysis of the sovereign shows us that ‘the law is
outside itself’, and that in its formalism it has Geltung
ohne Bedeutung – validity without significance.\textsuperscript{28}

Though Agamben himself has not noted this, the
author of this analysis of the aporias of law also
advances one of the purest expressions of the logic of
exuviation discussed above: The Concept of the Politi-
cal. Here the decisive point is the relation between
the way of life protected by the polity and the life
demanded of the soldiers who serve in that protection.

For Schmitt, the concept of the political is defined by
the criteria of friends and enemies, as the concept of
the moral is defined by that of good and evil, and that
of the aesthetic by beauty and ugliness. What makes
friends friends and enemies enemies is something only
the parties involved can recognize:

Only the actual participants can correctly recognize,
understand, and judge the concrete situation and set-
tle the extreme case of conflict. Each participant is
in a position to judge [entscheiden] whether the adver-
sary intends to negate his opponent’s way of life
and therefore must be repulsed or fought in order to
preserve one’s own form of existence.\textsuperscript{29}

In response to such threats the political unit has ‘the
right to demand from its members the readiness to
die’. This is one of the most important features of the
Schmittian state: It is ‘by virtue of [its] power over
the physical life of men [that] the political community
transcends all other associations or societies’.\textsuperscript{30} Where
for Hobbes the common life comes into being in the
service of the individual’s embodied life, Schmitt
follows Hegel in decisively subordinating the latter to
the former. Given his non-Hegelian refusal to describe
the goods advanced by the political entity, this produces
the phenomenon described by Agamben in which the
political ‘way of life’ is defined by its negation of bare
life. The citizen gives his life in resistance to ‘the
public enemy’ because his true life is the common
Art von Leben.\textsuperscript{31} For Schmitt, in the absence of such a
commitment life is reduced to mere life, an essentially
animal existence. It is because he finds this a form
of nihilism from which we need to be redeemed that
Schmitt does not pursue his own suggestion that life
might in itself attain a metaphysical status. He writes
in Political Romanticism:

Today different and, indeed, mundane factors have
taken the place of God: humanity, the nation, the
individual, historical development, and even life for
its own sake, in its complete spiritual emptiness and
mere dynamic. This does not mean that the attitude
is no longer metaphysical…. Metaphysics is some-
thing unavoidable.\textsuperscript{32}

But this suggestion is left undeveloped, and life’s
role in metaphysics is, in line with Agamben’s analysis,
that of ‘an inclusive exclusion’, the exuviation of which
allows for the emergence of the political.\textsuperscript{33}

The camp and the law

The bare life that politics sloughs off is never pre-
cisely defined by Agamben. He focuses instead upon
presenting examples of this ‘inclusive exclusion’ such as
Versuchspersonen, Karen Quinlan, people in ‘over-
comas’, refugees, and so on. But his central example is the Muselmann of the Nazi death camps. ‘[T]oday it is not the city but rather the camp that is the fundamental biopolitical paradigm of the West’ is the crucial claim for Agamben. It gives his work a great deal of pathos, and allows him to argue that the history of metaphysics is not an arcane subject worthy of dusty libraries, but in fact the most pressing and important ethical and political topic of our time. In reading his work, Agamben suggests, we are confronting the truth of ‘the political’ and of the most horrific events in modern history in a way that mere political actors never could. That one of his stated ambitions is ‘to return thought to practical calling’ implies that thought is now impractical, and that practice is thoughtless. Though this thoughtlessness can take many forms, on Agamben’s account they all share a common essence that is exemplified by the Nazi death camps. All of politics, including liberal regimes devoted to human rights, is implicated in and can be understood in terms of the Shoah.34 If this claim is not accepted one might turn one’s attention to, say, people on Texan death rows, and argue that their marginal status is an institutional rather than a metaphysical problem. Or one might argue that the common element in most of the examples listed above is the quite formal distinction between life and the good life that founds Socratic ethics and Aristotelian politics. Agamben in contrast wants to reveal the limitations of these modes of philosophical reflection upon practice by implicating them in one of the greatest catastrophes of the twentieth century. Without the claim for the paradigmatic nature of the camps Agamben’s arguments are marginalized, and politics and law become again a matter of communities, interests, conveniences, and so on. But what makes the camps and their victims the best examples of homo sacer? And what problems are raised for Agamben’s analysis by the claim? Why, for example, aren’t the camps of Stalin’s Soviet Union the paradigm of the political?

Agamben uses the term ‘camp’ in a quite broad sense that suggests a deep commonality between the camps of Germany, the Soviet Union, the former Yugoslavia and other unspecified regimes. If this is an apparent acceptance of Arendt’s maligned notion of totalitarianism,35 it is made more problematic by the fact that Agamben, unlike Arendt, does not engage in any comparative analyses that might defend the claim of a substantial commonality. Almost all of his detailed analyses are of National Socialism, with occasional reference to the former Yugoslavia, where female bodies have been the focus of a political decision to commit mass rape. It remains, then, an open question how his schema might apply to, say, Pol Pot’s Cambodia or Mao’s China, both of which go entirely unmentioned. Of course, even if Agamben’s analysis is not helpful in these cases, this would imply nothing about its potential explanatory power regarding National Socialism. However, if he were to narrow his focus he would obviously also have to adjust his analysis radically.

But this is not the only way of asking whether Agamben is right to make the camps the paradigm of the political. One might also wonder whether the camp system can exemplify a phenomenon that includes constitutional, legally governed polities. Agamben himself emphasizes that ‘the state of exception ... comes to be confused with juridical rule itself’ in the Nazi state in part ‘because the juridical basis for internment was not common law but Schutzhaft, a kind of state of exception.36 This might suggest that what is needed is the reinstatement of legal protection rather than a critique of law – that it is the fascist imitation of law that results in the inclusive exclusion of life, and not law itself. Such suspicions are only heightened by Agamben’s reliance on the erstwhile Nazi Carl Schmitt’s account of the sovereign decision. So it might be helpful to note that one legal system of unblemished merit appears to produce much the same anomaly as the Nazis’ Schutzhaft: John Locke’s account of the God-given law of nature and reason. Here I have in mind not Locke’s quite reasonable defence of executive prerogative, though that too is surely relevant to this question, but instead the way the logic of his argument drives Locke to allow for a horrific form of slavery even as he asserts that we are by nature free and can never consent to our own enslavement.

Locke begins the second of the Two Treatises of Government by identifying political power with ‘a Right of making Laws with Penalties of Death, and consequently all lesser penalties’ for the preservation of property and the commonwealth ‘for the Publik Good’.37 Locke grants this political power to all men in the state of nature, and argues that those who would violate these rights put themselves into a state of war with those they would subject. In judging when another has put himself in such a state of war with me, I should, according to Locke, look first to the defence of my liberty. Indeed, it is ‘Lawful for a Man to kill a Thief, who has not in the least hurt him, nor declared any design upon his Life, any further then by the use of Force, so to get him in his Power.’ ‘He that in the State of Nature, would take away the Freedom, that belong to any one in that State, must
necessarily be supposed to have a design to take away
every thing else, that Freedom being the Foundation
of all the Rest." 38 This might be only a speculation
on Locke's part as to what is likely to happen. But
in fact it is closer to an identification of life with
freedom. 'This Freedom from Absolute, Arbitrary
Power, is so necessary to, and closely joined with a
Man's Preservation, that he cannot part with it, but by
what forfeits his Preservation and Life together.' 39 This
robust, normative identification of life with individual
freedom is part and parcel of Locke's defence of our
ability to recognize when a political ruler has put
himself into a state of rebellion, and to depose him.
And it sounds reassuringly far away from the bare
life of the Muselmänner. But the hinge of freedom as
life serves to open up a less familiar scene in Locke's
political universe.

Because life is essentially freedom, 'a Man, not
having the Power of his own life [which belongs to
God], cannot, by Compact or his own Consent, enslave
himself to any one'. 40 And yet, on precisely the same
grounds, slavery is nonetheless possible. How can this
be? Locke's reasoning is as follows: if someone tries
to take away my freedom, he has as good as tried to
kill me. Being guilty of (attempted) murder, he forfeits
his life; that is, he enters a zone in which he has no
power over his own life and is in fact already dead.
As the living dead, he loses the rights and powers of
the living, and may be treated as a slave:

Indeed, having, by his fault, forfeited his own Life,
by some Act that deserves Death; he, to whom
he has forfeited it, may (when he has him in his
Power) delay to take it, and make use of him to
his Service, and he does him no injury by it. For,
whenever he finds the hardship of his Slavery to
out-weigh the value of his Life, 'tis in his Power,
by resisting the Will of his Master, to draw on him-
self the Death he Desires.

Locke can speak of the slave as 'drawing on himself
the Death he Desires' without contradicting his claim
that man does not have the right to take his own life
only because he is assuming that the slave is already
dead. Like the Versuchspersonen of the camps, Locke's
slave lacks 'almost all the rights and expectations that
we characteristically attribute to human existence, and
yet [is] still biologically alive'; it thus comes 'to be
situated at a limit zone between life and death, inside
and outside, in which [it is] no longer anything but
bare life [nuda vita]'. 41 Even a writer as profoundly
out of temper with Agamben as Locke, and one who
seeks to identify human life with a substantive vision
of law-governed free activity, can become entangled
in what I have termed the logic of exuviation. Indeed,
it is because Locke is loath to identify human beings
with their bare life in a Hobbesian manner that he in
the end reduces a class of people to that life. 42

If there is a moral here, it may be that simply assert-
ing that we are not bare life and eschewing sovereign
power as much as possible in favour of the rule of
law will not allow us to avoid the dilemmas to which
Agamben draws our attention. But there remains a
more difficult problem, one that cannot be addressed
by finding parallels between Agamben's claims and
those of others in the tradition, since here his reliance
upon Schmitt's decisionism is crucial.

**Authoritarian decision**

Early on in *Homo Sacer* Agamben makes explicit his
commitment to what I have described as the spatial
and etymological understanding of logical categories
when he writes, 'The example is truly a paradigm in
the etymological sense: it is what is “shown beside,”
and a class can contain everything except its own
paradigm.'

What the example shows is its belonging to a class,
but for this very reason the example steps out of its
class in the very moment in which it exhibits and
delimits it…. If one now asks how the rule applies
to the example, the answer is not easy, since the
rule applies to the example only as a normal case
and obviously not as an example. 43

This is a very particular account of what it means to
be exemplary. We can easily contrast it, for instance,
with the *Critique of Judgment* 's enormously influential
discussion of the exemplary status of genius and taste.
Kant’s genius ‘lays down the rule’ for future acts of
-genius by establishing a model that can be followed
only by those who refrain from slavish imitation. But
the rule is only demonstrated by the genius, not articu-
lated into definite criteria. Hence Kant's reference
to this rule is ‘indeterminate’ if not metaphorical: genius
'displays itself, not so much in the working out of a
projected end in the presentation of a definite concept,
as rather in the portrayal, or expression, of aesthetic
ideas'. 44 Similarly, the necessity of the pleasure we take
in the beautiful is exemplary in that it is ‘a necessity of
the assent of all to a judgment regarded as exemplify-
ing a universal rule incapable of formulation’. The
condition of this necessity is, Kant argues, the idea of
a common sense. We are ‘suitors for agreement from
everyone else, because we are fortified with a ground
common to all’, a sensus communis aestheticus. 45

The flip side of this is that neither genius nor taste
are features of determinate concepts or rule-governed
acts and institutions. Neither the moral agent nor the person successfully making cognitive claims needs to be a genius or to take her guidance from exemplars as opposed to precepts. In stark contrast, Agamben makes it plain that the exceptional status of the example as something taken outside the class in order to demonstrate that class is a necessary feature of classes as such, be they classes of the product of artistic genius or classes of rules. 'In every logical system, just as in every social system, the relation between outside and inside, strangeness and intimacy, is this complicated.' In every case 'belonging to a class can be shown only by an example'. Examples precede classes just as, for Schmitt, decisions precede norms.

I have referred to Schmitt’s logic of the decision as a spatial one because it conceives of concepts in terms of groups in space with borders that need to be defined and patrolled. This is significant because if concepts are seen, following Frege, as functions, it is much less obvious that they can be understood in these terms. It is not obvious, that is, that functions have borders that are revealed by being crossed. This may help explain our sense that Agamben’s is a fairly problematic account of, say, set theory. But Agamben’s position not only relies upon a metaphor of boundaries that is at the very least debatable; in so doing it undermines itself. The clear implication of Agamben’s own explanation of what makes something exemplary or paradigmatic is that in claiming a paradigmatic status for the camps he is and can only be making an unregulated decision which cannot be justified to his readers in a non-authoritarian manner. Since the example precedes and defines the rule, Agamben cannot appeal to an independent rule or standard to justify his claim that the camps are exemplary of anything. The determination that the camp is representative of the rule is one that is made and not in any substantive sense recognized. The paradigm or example mirrors the structure of the exception: as the one is an inclusive exclusion, so is the other ‘an exclusive inclusion’. Indeed, Agamben explicitly draws the inference that ‘exception and example are correlative concepts that are ultimately indistinguishable’. This directly implies that the claim that something is exemplary is as much a product of a Schmitt-style decision as is the claim that something is an exception. In each case the decision is primary and the rule is derived from it. For this reason in each case the decision, in Schmitt’s words, ‘becomes instantly independent of argumentative substantiation and receives an autonomous value’.

Here the contrast with the example of Kant is strong indeed. In Kant’s judgements of taste there is a ‘wooing’ of the assent of others who share your common sense of the matter. In Agamben, there is a decision that is imposed upon others. The third chapter of Agamben’s 1990 The Coming Community, ‘The Example’, argues in Hegelian fashion that language involves ‘an antinomy of the individual and the universal’, in
that language tries to capture particular things with its general terms and in the attempt always loses their particularity. All linguistic reference involves the presentation of a particular as representative of a class and of other particulars, neither of which are this given particular. The example ‘escapes’ this antinomy in that it is ‘neither particular nor universal’ but

a singular object that shows its singularity. Hence the pregnancy of the Greek term, for example: para-deigma, that which is shown alongside…

Hence the proper place of the example is always beside itself, the space in which its undeniable and unforgettable life unfolds. This life is pure linguistic life. Only life in the word is indefinable and unforgettable. Exemplary being is purely linguistic being. Exemplary is what is not defined by any property, except by being-called. Not being-red, but being-called-red; not being-Jakob, but being-called-Jakob defines the example.51

The exception and the decision both go unmentioned in this text, and the suggestion is left open that something like Kant’s sensus communis allows us to recognize what ‘shows itself’ as being exemplary. Indeed, the use of the language of universals, particulars and singularities from Hegel’s logic suggests that the example is a concrete universal that displays itself as such to the highest form of reason, and not merely the sovereign decision.52 In part this reflects the fact that The Coming Community focuses upon the possibilities opened up by non-identical, liminal being, rather than upon the idea that the camps are where the best examples of such being is found.53 It is only in Homo Sacer that Agamben relates this analysis of the example to the inclusive exclusion of the Muselmann, and in so doing attempts to ground an analysis of the political upon the nature of the camps. Because the nature of language alone can hardly explain the historical emergence of the camps (life in which is considerably different from ‘life in the word’), Agamben appeals to a Schmittian decision. But since he remains committed to an etymological analysis of example (l’esempio) and exception (l’eccezione) in which there is an isomorphism between the exclusive inclusion and the inclusive exclusion, he is forced into the awkward position of deciding in an authoritarian fashion that politics is a matter of the decision on life as enacted in the camps.

It is one thing to suggest, as philosophers like Heidegger working in the phenomenological tradition are bound to do, that one is giving descriptions rather than arguments. It is quite another to say that the aptness or accuracy of a description is something that is appropriately determined only by a sovereign decision. To say the latter is to say that we are not returning to the ‘things themselves’, but rather constituting them. It follows from this that if Agamben is correct about the logic of politics – a claim that I have already suggested may be too broad to be sustained – he cannot be right that this logic necessarily applies to or is enacted in philosophy as well. If he were, his philosophical claims about the political would be the expression not of the truth of the political, but of his own sovereign decision. This makes it impossible for Agamben to offer a genuine alternative to the bloody ‘nomos of the earth’ producing the potential ‘biopolitical catastrophe’ that he describes in such harrowing terms.54 As a repetition of what it sets out to condemn, Agamben’s work falls into the trap that the closing sentences of Political Theology claim awaits all attempts to deny the arche of the decision:

Every claim of a decision must be evil for the anarchist, because the right emerges by itself if the immanence of life is not disturbed by such claims. This radical antithesis forces him of course to decide against the decision [sich selbst entscheiden gegen die Dezision zu entscheiden]; and this results in the odd paradox whereby Bakunin, the greatest anarchist of the nineteenth century, had to become in theory the theologian of the antitheological and in practice the dictator of an antidictatorship.55

For Agamben to escape this unwelcome paradox he would have to relax the identification he asserts between philosophy and politics. He would, in other words, have to justify a mode of evaluation that escaped the limitations he attributes to logic.

Now, it is clear that the central features of Agamben’s project in the Homo Sacer trilogy are incompatible with the familiar distinction between philosophy as an arena of impartial rational argumentation and politics as one of potentially deceptive rhetoric driven by the interests of the various factions competing for power. His focus upon the first book of Aristotle’s Politics makes this plain enough: Aristotle argues there that the polis is the place where citizens can realize their telos as language users by deliberating and deciding together what counts for them as just. Politics, that is, does the work of Socratic philosophy.56 And, as noted above, Agamben’s characterization of the transcendence of ‘mere life’ by the ‘good life’ of the polis is that politics ‘appears as the truly fundamental structure of Western metaphysics insofar as it occupies the threshold on which the relation between the living being and the logos is realized’. The polis is the site of the enactment of metaphysics. Consequently, Agamben cannot appeal to an Aristotelian philosophical discourse wherein he
might justify his claim for the paradigmatic status of the camps in a non-political (viz. non-decisionist) way. But it remains open whether such discourse exhausts the resources of the philosophical.

Agamben himself suggests a distinction within philosophy between the metaphysical and the non-metaphysical: ‘the “politicization” of bare life [is] the metaphysical task par excellence’ (emphasis added). Given his close association with Heidegger and Jean-Luc Nancy, we might take the use of the word metaphysical here to suggest that true, non-metaphysical philosophy will be a variant of Heideggerian Gelassenheit – letting be. But while something like this is found in The Coming Community, this is not an accurate characterization of Homo Sacer. Moreover, what the above analysis suggests is not the need for a more poetic or poietic mode of thinking, but one that can escape the decisionist implications of Agamben’s understanding of the logic of the political and still make judgements concerning what politics is and should be. This is something that the later Heidegger shies away from, and it is the return to the question of practice outside of philosophical reflection that makes Agamben’s work appear as a revitalization of the Heideggerian tradition. Unfortunately, Agamben’s acceptance of Schmitt’s decisionism makes it impossible for his analyses to claim any general validity. Perhaps worse, it puts him in the position of deciding upon the camp victims one more time, thereby repeating the gesture of the SS in precisely the way he wishes to avoid.\(^5\)\(^7\) If the parallels and correspondences to which Agamben’s work draws our attention are to be more than suggestive – in particular, if they are to be the object of judgements that can carry any sort of authority – Agamben’s own methodological commitments will have to be either radically modified or abandoned outright. This is a decidedly unwelcome conclusion for this style of political philosophy, for it implies that the very strength of its insights demands a mode of argumentation of which it is itself incapable.
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